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groomingbox wood/brass
ONE equestrian luxury grooming box made of wood and brass
fittings for daily use. Features 3 fully removable drawers and enough space
for a helmet. With 1 handle at the top and handles on both sides. Possible
to put a lock on it. 59x45x32 cm.

Art. nr. 01100042

saddle rack wood
ONE equestrian luxury wooden saddle rack with space for 2 saddles. Including engraving plate and hanging system. 70 x 51 cm.

Art. nr. 01100043

bridle rack wood
ONE equestrian luxury wooden bridle rack with 5 hooks to hang different
bridles or halters. Including hanging system. 90 x 16,5 cm

Art. nr. 01100046

director chair
ONE equestrian foldable wooden chair frame to combine with the ONE
equestrian seat and back. In combination with the seat and back you put
together your own director chair. Seat and back not included. Availble as a
high chair and small chair.

Art. nr.: 01100044 | Small (height: 90 cm)
Art. nr.: 01100045 | High (height: 120 cm)
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seat and back with velcro
ONE equestrian seat and back to combine with a chair frame. Easy to ebroider due to two velcro closures. In combination with an ONE equestrian
high or small chair frame you can put together your own director chair.
Art. nr. 01100032 | navy/silver 01100038 | green/silver
01100033 | navy/gold
01100039 | green/gold
01100082 | navy/orange 01100084 | grey/navy
01100083 | navy/royal blue
01100085 | grey/silver
01100089 | navy/red/white
01100086 | beige/navy
01100035 | black/silver 01100087 | beige brown
01100036 | black/gold 01100088 | burgundy/silver

grooming box cover
ONE equestrian cover for the wooden grooming box. This cover serves as
protection for the grooming box to avoid scratches and other damages.
The cover can be combined with the colours of the seats and backs of the
director chairs.
Art. nr. 01100057 | navy/silver
01100058| black/silver
01100055 | navy/gold
01100056 | black/gold
01100053 | navy/no piping
01100054 | black/no piping

tack hook holder
ONE equestrian black metal tack hook holder to combine with the ONE
equestrian tack hook so you can easily hang multiple bridles or halters. Or
to use separately to hang one bridle or halter. 32 x 45 cm

Art. nr. 01100009

tack hook
ONE equestrian black metal tack hook with 4 hooks to hang different bridles or halters. To combine with the ONE equestrian tack hook holder. 18 x
28 cm

Art. nr. 01100011
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bridle hanger
ONE equestrian portable black metal bridle hanger with 4 hooks to hang
bridles or halters. 36 x 20 cm

Art. nr. 01100010

Foldable saddle rack
ONE equestrian foldable saddle rack ideal for tack rooms, trailers and traveling to shows. With lower shelf made of mesh to store for example
grooming products and saddle pads. 93x70x30 cm.

Art. nr. 01100050

body bandage
This ONE equestrian body bandage for the horse is made of strong elastic
material. The bandage prevents and protects from girth galls and sores
caused by rubbing. In the case of existing sores, the body bandage allows
the horse to be worked without further aggravating the injury until the skin
has completely healed. With the two clips on the front you can attach te
bandage to the saddle.

halter with synthetic wool
ONE equestrian black nylon halter with synthetic wool (100% animal friendly). The wool is wrapped around the halter which gives the horse extra protection. The buckles and closures are black. The halter can be tailored at
the neck.

Art. nr. 01100059 | Cob
01100051 | Full
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lead rope
ONE equestrian lead rope with a very soft and comfortable grip. Length: 2
m.

Art. nr. 01100007 | Navy

stallion ring
ONE equestrian stallion ring. Suitable for stallions and strong willed horses.
Gives more control during for example loading difficult horses. Can be
easily attached to a halter.

Art. nr. 01100047

stable rug 200 gr
ONE equestrian stable rug with 200 grams of filling. Cross closure and tailstring, chest closure and velcro closure. Logo patch on the left shoulder.
Colour: anthracite

Art. nr. 01100030 | 145/195/6.6

training bridle with reins
ONE equestrian training bridle. Made of leather with brass buckles. The bit
can be attached with clips so that different bits can be easily changed.
Reins included.

Art. nr. 01100076 | Black, Cob
01100077 | Black, Full
01100078 | Brown, Cob
01100079 | Brown, Full
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hoofbands rubber
ONE equestrian hoofbands rubber. These hoofbands provice good protection to the horses heel from injuries but leave the front hoof open.

Art. nr. 01012221 | S
Art. nr. 01012222 | M
Art. nr. 01012223 | L

tendon tube
Multifunctional sock for protection and support of the horses legs and tendons. The innovative ONE equestrian Tendon Tube is made of soft fine elastic that is strong but easy to put on and off. The Tendon Tube can be used
for multiple purposes like: protection of the horses legs and tendons, supporting the tendons, icing, wound protection, keeping the legs celan. Material: 75% cotton, 25% spandex. Length: 5 meter
Art. nr. 01100001 | Black
01100000 | White

grooming towel
ONE equestrian grooming towel. Easy to use in the tack room for cleaning
tack or other purposes. 34 x 53 cm

Art.nr. 01014325

boots cleaner
ONE equestrian lightweight super soft brush with wooden back for removing the last dust and to create an extra shine. Can also be used to brush
the head of the horse. Unique lightweight brush, ideal if many horses have
to be brushed or for competitions.

Art. nr. 01100049 (10pcs)
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brush super soft
ONE equestrian lightweight super soft brush with wooden back for removing the last dust and to create an extra shine. Can also be used to brush
the head of the horse. Unique lightweight brush, ideal if many horses have
to be brushed or for competitions.

brush soft
ONE equestrian lightweight soft brush with wooden back to brush the last
dirt and dust of the horse. Unique lightweight brush, ideal if many horses
have to be brushed or for competitions.

Art. nr. 01100004 (10 pcs)

brush medium
One equestrian lightweight medium brush with wooden back for removing
dirt and dust. Unique lightweight brush, ideal if many horses have to be
brushed or for competitions.

grooming backpack
ONE equestrian high quality grooming backpack, This backpack is ideal for
the rider or groom to keep all the grooming products
together.

Art. nr. 01100052
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kick pad
ONE equestrian kick pad prevents injuries while kicking in the stable or
during transport. Can be used for example in the stable or the van. With
shock absorbing foam. Waterproof. Thickness: +/- 8 cm. 100 x 140 cm.

Art. nr. 01100048

socks 3-pack
ONE equestrian comfortable show socks. With silicone grip on the inside to
keep the socks in place. The combination of nylon and cotton makes the
socks leightweight and comfortable, they feel like a second skin. 50%
cotton, 45% nylon, 5% elasthane.

Art. nr. 01100060 | Blue-grey, 36-41
01100061 | Blue-grey, 42-46
01100062 | Black-grey, 36-41

glove touch
ONE equestrian solid, comfortable riding glove. This riding glove is sturdy
and gives the possibility to operate the touch screen of electric devices.
The ONE equestrian riding glove Touch has an eye-catching yet elegant
logo on the back of the hand and has a Velcro closure. Composition: 100%
polyurethane, 100% nylon (lining)

Art. nr. 01100018 | 5.5
01100019 | 6.0
01100020 | 6.5
01100021 | 7.0
01100022 | 7.5
01100023 | 8.0

01100024 | 8.5
01100025 | 9.0
01100026 | 9.5
01100027 | 10.0
01100028 | 10.5
01100029 | 11.0
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